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ON THE SPECTRAL ANALYSIS OF
BOUNDED FUNCTIONS

PAUL KOOSIS

The spectral analysis of functions /eLoo(— oo, oo), and the
different possible ways of looking at it, are discussed. A
method is given for constructing functions /eLoo(—oo, oo)
having the property that 0 is in the spectrum of /, but 1 is
not the weak limit of any sequence of linear combinations of
translates of /.

Preliminary discussion* Let feL00( — oo9 co). As is customary,
we say that a real number λ belongs to the spectrum of /, and write
Xespf, when the function eίλx is in the weakly closed (he., closed in
the weak topology over Lx) subspace of L^ generated by the translates
of /. (A translate of / is any function fh of the form fh(%)~f(%—h)
for — oo < h < oo.) As an immediate consequence of Wiener's Tauberian
theorem, one has, by duality (see, for instance [5], p. 128, [9], p.
185, [4], p. 106 or [7], p. 181) the

Theorem on Spectral Analysis. Unless / e !/«, is zero almost
everywhere, sp f is nonempty.

This result is often referred to as Beurling's theorem. However,
Beurling proved much more about a smaller class of functions /. If
the ψn(n = 1,2, •) and ψ are bounded continuous functions on (— oo, co),
let us agree to say that ψn —•*ψ narrowly as n—> °° iί \\ψn\\oo—>\\ψ\\QO

and ψnW^Ψitt) uniformly on finite intervals for n—> oo. Then:

Beurling's Theorem ([1]). Let f be bounded and uniformly

continuous on ( — oo, oo). Then there is a real number X and a

sequence {ψn} of linear combinations of translates of f, such that

ψn(x) —• eiλx narrowly as n —• oo .

Beurling used complex variable theory in his proof of this theorem.
However, it is not hard to see that the main idea behind his reasoning
is independent of his use of analytic functions, and a simple demon-
stration, based on this idea, can be given if one is willing to employ
the above theorem on spectral analysis together with a well known
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elementary result on synthesis (the same argument thus applies to
arbitrary locally compact abelian topological groups). For the reader's
convenience, we sketch such a proof now.

Let / be uniformly continuous, and let Ke L1(—oo9 oo). If, as in
[1], one approximates the integral involved in the convolution K*f by
finite sums, one sees easily that there is a sequence of linear combi-
nations of translates of / which converges narrowly to K*f. (As
usual, we write K*f for the function defined by

(K*f)(x) = Γ K(t)f(x - t)dt
J-oo

It is therefore enough to show that if λ e sp /, there is a sequence
of functions Kne Lλ such that (Kn*f)(x) —+ eiλx narrowly, n—> oo. For
h > 0, let Gh denote the function in Lλ whose Fourier transform is
zero outside (λ — h, λ + h), one at λ, and linear on each of the intervals
[λ — h, λ], [λ, λ + h]o Since Xesp f, we cannot have Gh*f=0. Let,
therefore (and this is Beurling's main idea) Xhe (— oo, oo) be such that
I (Gh*f)(Xh) I ̂  (1 - h) || G A */ |U, and put Kh(t) = Gh(t - Xh)/(Gh*f)(Xk).
Then Kh e L19 (ϋΓΛ*/)(O) - 1, and \\Kh*f\U^(l- h)~ι for h < 1. If
we denote by K the function in hx whose Fourier transform is one
on [λ — 1, λ + 1], zero outside (λ — 2, λ + 2) and linear on each of
the remaining two intervals, we see that K*Kh — Kh for h < 1, so
that K*{Kh*f) — Kh*f, h < 1, which, with the previous inequality,
implies that the functions (Kh*f)(x) are uniformly equicontinuous for
h < 1/2. There is therefore, by Ascoli's theorem, a sequence hn —> 0
such that, if we write Kn = Khn, the functions Kn*f converge uni-
formly on finite intervals to some continuous function g as n —• oo.
Clearly \\g\\o* ^ 1, and since (Kn*f)(Q) = 1, g(0) — 1, and the convergence
of the Kn*f to g is in fact narrow.

Now g(x) — eiλx. Indeed, g(0) = 1 and g is continuous, so sp g is
not empty by the theorem on spectral analysis. On the other hand,
sp g must reduce to the single point λ. For if μ is real and ^ λ , let
ε = 1/2 I μ — λ |, and let G be the function in Lx whose Fourier transform
is 1 at μ, zero outside (μ — ε, μ — ε), and linear on [μ — ε, μ]9 [μ, μ + ε].
Then G*Kh — 0 for all sufficiently small h which, together with the
narrow convergence of the Kn*f to g, implies G*g — 0, proving μ£sp g,
since the Fourier transform of G does not vanish at μ. The conclusion
g(x) — eίλx now follows by an elementary theorem on spectral synthesis
(see, for instance, [4], p. 106 or [7], pp. 151 and 181).

Before going any further we should say that it is clear, from
Appendix 1 to [5], that Godement had the above proof in mind when
he wrote his paper. He was, however, unable to carry it through
because the theorem appealed to at the end of our argument was not
then available, except as a corollary of Beurling's reasoning. A general
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demonstration for locally compact abelian topological groups has indeed
been given by Domar (see Ch. IV of [3]), but because his exposition
is very long and complicated, we have thought it useful to include
the above proof.

Now the point we wish to make is that the topology involved in
the statement of Beurling's theorem is much stronger than that of
the one on spectral analysis. Whereas the second merely asserts that
there are functions of the form eiλx in the weak closure of the set of
linear combinations of translates of /, the first shows that for uniformly
continuous /, such functions eiλx can be obtained as weak limits of
sequences of such linear combinations which are uniformly bounded
in norm. Since, for many of the limiting processes used in analysis,
the weak closure property is useless without the boundedness condition,
it is not entirely correct to say, as some have done (for example, the
authors of [4] on p. 106 thereof), that the theorem on spectral analysis
contains the gist of Beurling's result. Although the uniform continuity
of / is used in an essential way at the beginning of the proof of
Beurling's theorem, it is legitimate to ask whether or not one might,
by another method, be able to establish some weakened form of it,
valid for general fe L^ which would still affirm the important bound-
edness property. One would be satisfied with the following:

PROPOSITION. Let / e L M . If Xesp f, the function eiλx belongs to
the weak closure of some norm-bounded set of linear combinations of
translates of /.

Godement recognized the value of such a result, for he states it
explicitly in his article (remark on p. 131 of [5]), and uses it to prove
Theorem D of that paper. It seems not to have been observed in the
literature (neither in Segal's review of Godement's article, written for
Mathematical Reviews), that Godement bases the above proposition on
an incorrect statement. If V is an arbitrary subset of !/«>, closed
with respect to the algebraic operation of taking finite linear combi-
nations, let us denote by [V] the union of the weak closures of all norm-
bounded subsets of V. Then Godement establishes the proposition by
identifying [V] with the weak closure of V, where V is generated
by the translates of /. However [V] is not in general equal to the
weak closure of F. (Godement, by the way, cites [2] in support of
this claimed equality, but the latter article contains no such affirmation.)
It is well to observe here that Godement's proof of Theorem D on p.
131 of [5] is in fact wrong on two counts: the use of the above
incorrectly established proposition, and, besides this, an additional appeal
to the false relation [[V]] = [V], which may fail to hold even when
V consists entirely of continuous functions.
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Various subsequent authors (with the exception of Loomis in [7])
have taken one of two positions on the matters we have been discussing:
either they assimilate Beurling's result with the theorem on spectral
analysis (as in [4], p. 106), or they go to the other extreme and treat
the above proposition as an established part of the theory (the author
of [8], on p. 8 thereof, seems to claim that the proposition was proved
by Beurling in one of his lectures!)

In view of this state of affairs, it is of interest to have a judge-
ment as to the truth of the proposition. It turns out that it is false.
The rest of this paper consists of a description of a method for the
construction of counterexamples thereto, followed by an indication of
our original application of this method. This construction, which is
based on an interesting result of Rudin, is merely sketched, because
it involves a considerable amount of technical detail, and especially
because J.-P. Kahane has found a much simpler one, depending only
on the most elementary principles of analysis. Kahane's work is presented
in the paper immediately following this one, and the reader may, if
he wishes, turn to it as soon as he has read § 1 below.

It should be noted that both Kahane's construction and our original
one yield counterexamples to Godement's Theorem D, as well as to the
proposition discussed above.

1Φ If fe Loo(— oo, oo), we denote by Vf the set of finite linear
combinations of translates of /. The method spoken of at the end of
the above discussion in contained in

THEOREM 1. Suppose a function fe !/«,(— oo, oo) has the following
properties:
1° Oespf.
2° If X19 *,XM are distinct real numbers and Alf ,AM are
complex, then

k\ = ess sup

inf{ sup ±
T>0 l-oo< α <oo ϊ 7

Then 1 is in the weak closure of Vf, but not in the weak closure of
any norm-bounded subset of Vf.

Proof. Since 0 e sp /, 1 is in the weak closure of Vf.
Let, on the other hand, E be any set consisting of functions ψ e Vf

satisfying || ψ!!«, ^ K < oo. Then, if ψeE, it is of the form
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f(x) = Σ Atf(x + Xk)
k

with the Xk all different, and property 2 implies that ^k \ Ak | ^ K.
If T > 0 is such that

X)dx < !
2K

for all real X, we will then have

< — for any feE.

1 ΓT

Since —\ l dx = 1, 1 cannot be in the weak closure of E.
T Jo

COROLLARY 1. If fe L^ possesses the properties of the theorem,
then there is no sequence of elements of Vf which tends weakly to 1.

For if φne Vf,n = l,2,39 •• , and the sequence {ψn} is weakly

convergent in !/«,, the norms | |^ w | |oo are bounded by a well-known

theorem of Banach.

COROLLARY 2. If feL^ is continuous and has the properties of
the theorem, it provides a counterexample to Theorem D of [5].

Theorem D of [5] says that if feL^ is continuous and Oesp f,
there is a sequence {ψn} of elements of Vf satisfying \\irn\\oo^K,
such that ψn(x) —* 1 uniformly on finite intervals as n —* oo # Such a
sequence would certainly converge weakly to 1 which is, however,
impossible by the theorem.

2. Let us show a way of constructing functions / having the
properties required in Theorem 1.

By modifying a construction of Salem, Rudin [10] has shown that
there exist perfect sets P c ( 0 , 1) of Lebesgue measure zero, having
the following properties:

I. The elements of P are linearly independent over the rationale*

II. There is a nondecreasing continuous function F, defined on
[0, 1] and constant only on the contiguous intervals of P, such that
[ eίλζdF(ξ)->0 as λ->±oo.
JP
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A detailed exposition of Rudin's construction and the results of
Salem on which it is based can be found in Ch. VIII of [6].

By using, if necessary, a set kP instead of P, with k suitably
chosen e (0,1) we can ensure, besides properties I and II:

endpoint of one of the finite intervals contiguous
to P is a rational multiple of π.

It is also easy to see (cf. [6], p. 104) that II in fact implies

jjδis i e

iλξdF(ξ)—>0 uniformly for all intervals J as λ—>±°o.

Let us denote δy E the set obtained from P by removing from
it the right endpoint of each of its finite contiguous intervals. F is
strictly increasing on E and may, after suitable normalization, be
taken to map it in one-to-one fashion onto [0, 1]. Denote by φ the
inverse of F restricted to E; φ is strictly increasing on [0,1] and
maps that interval onto E.

We now define a certain function fe !/«>. First of all, for n ^ 2,
we define intervals II, /*, •••,/£ as follows:

II = [2* + 1, 2n + 4)

II = [2n + 2r-\ 2* + 2r) , 3 ^ r ^ w .

Denote by lr

n the left endpoint of /;, and let {Nr} be a rapidly in-
creasing sequence of positive integers. Then, for x ^ 4, put

/(α?) = exp Γ(ΛΓr + n ) ^ ^ 7, | ; ) ] if x e Iζ .

For x < 4, let

fix) = Σ 2-» exp ( - | ^ α ) .

It is clear that / e L M and | | / |U = l

THEOREM 2. 1/ ί/̂ e sequence {Nr} increases rapidly enough, fix)
has properties 1, 2, and 3 of Theorem 1.

Sfceέcfr o/ Proof. In the first place, fix - 2*) -> ΣΓ 2~m exp i2πij2m)x
weakly in L^ as iV—> oo. Therefore each of the numbers 2τr/2m, m =
1, 2, 3, belongs to sp f (one way of seeing this is to apply the
method use to prove Beurling's theorem in the preliminary discussion
of this paper). Since sp f must be closed, we get 0 e sp f, establishing
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property 1.
Property 2 follows from the definition of f(x) (for x ^ 4) by

Kronecker's theorem (see Appendix V of [6]), since φ maps [0,1] in
one-to-one fashion onto E which forms, together with π, a set linearly
independent over the rationals, according to I and Ihi\

To establish property 3, observe first of all that IIhis can be
restated thus:

I eiλφ{x)dx —> 0 uniformly for all intervals I ϋ [0, 1] as λ—>±oo.

With this in mind one sees straightforwardly how, looking at the
definition of f(x), to assign to {Nr} a rate of increase sufficiently rapid
so that

f(x + a)dx shall tend to zero uniformly in a as M—> oo.
0

COROLLARY. If {Nr} increases sufficiently rapidly, GodemenVs
proposition fails for the function f{x).

REMARK. The function f(x) which we have just constructed is
not continuous. One can, however, modify the procedure used above
so as to obtain a continuous (but not uniformly continuous!) bounded
function g(x) which still has properties 1, 2, and 3 of Theorem 1.
Essentially, this modification consists in using, on the successive inter-
vals I*, better and better continuous pointwise approximations to the
increasing function φ(x), instead of φ(x) itself. This construction is
quite straightforward, but somewhat technical in its details, and we
shall not discuss it further. In any event, it leads to a counterexample
for Godement's Theorem D.

In conclusion, I would like to thank Professors Arens and Straus
for some helpful discussions.
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